
BLOTTER SUMMARY 

January 8 through January 14, 2024 

 

The Blotter reports below represent a selection of reports made between the dates above. 

 

01/08/2024 9:28am An employee of a business on Bedford Road requested medical 
assistance for a co-worker experiencing a possible diabetic emergency. The ambulance and the 
paramedic were dispatched, and responding officers provided glucose gel to the party, raising 
his blood sugar. After a medical evaluation by EMS personnel, the party refused further medical 
attention. 

  

01/08/2024 12:17pm A village employee reported damage to equipment at Parkway 
Field caused by an unknown vehicle driving on the field and doing donuts in the snow. 
Responding officers completed a preliminary investigation and documented the incident. The 
investigation is ongoing. 

 

01/08/2024 5:27pm An employee reported a loose dog inside the Bedford Road 
School. The dog, described as a Bassett Hound, was corralled and held in the Principal’s office. 
Responding officers were able to assist with locating the owner and reuniting the family. 

 

01/08/2024 10:16pm An alarm company reported an activated residential burglar alarm 
at a residence on Grandview Avenue. The homeowner called police as well, to report the family 
was not home and would like the premise checked.  The responding officers conducted a check 
of the property and residence and found the home secure with no signs of activity.  

 

01/09/2024 10:06am A resident of Manville Road requested an ambulance for transport 
after she was not feeling well following a positive COVID test. EMS was dispatched, and 
responding officers attempted to keep the woman comfortable pending their arrival. The 
patient was transported to the hospital via Pleasantville VAC.  

 

01/09/2024 5:07pm One of the drivers involved reported a property damage motor 
vehicle accident on Washington Avenue near Manville Road. Officers determined that one 
vehicle had struck the other as it was exiting a parking garage. A NY State Accident Report was 
completed.   



01/10/2023 1:52am County Fire Control reported they were dispatching Pleasantville 
FD for a gas alarm at a residence on Summit Place.  The responding officers assisted 
Pleasantville FD to locate the leak.  Con Edison was requested to respond to make repairs.   

 

01/10/2024 12:35pm A resident of Clinton Avenue reported a tree down in the roadway 
blocking Tompkins Avenue.  The responding officers discovered that in addition, an unoccupied 
vehicle had also been struck.  DPW was requested to respond, and personnel was able to clear 
the roadway without further incident. When the owner could not be located, a note was left on 
the vehicle so a report could be filed. 

 

01/10/2024 4:34 pm A Village resident requested assistance for her husband, who was 
unresponsive. EMS was dispatched, and responding officers found the man to be deceased. The 
Mobile Crisis Team was dispatched to the residence, and officers assisted the woman in making 
arrangements and contacting family members. Once the initial investigation was completed, 
the officers walked the woman through the next steps, and a funeral home was contacted.  

 

01/11/2024 11:31am Detective Sergeant Zane and Detectives Chiarlitti and Smith 
conducted a presentation to participants at a local day program on the dangers of the internet. 

 

01/11/2024 1:35pm A resident of Pierce Drive reported a minor motor vehicle 
accident that occurred at their home.  An officer responded to the location, and filed a NY State 
Accident Report. 

 

01/11/2024 3:43 pm A village resident reported that her vehicle was struck in the 
Pleasantville Middle School parking lot by another vehicle which left the scene after the 
accident occurred.  The responding officer filed an accident report, and an investigation is 
underway. 

 

01/12/2024 10:54am A resident of Mount Pleasant reported that he had parked his 
vehicle in the area of Memorial Plaza on the previous date and could not find it. Officers began 
checking surveillance video and canvassing the area. Within several minutes, the vehicle was 
located parked on Wheeler Avenue, and the owner was reunited with his vehicle.  

 



01/12/2024 12:42pm A passerby reported a box truck attempting to enter the Saw Mill 
Parkway at Manville Road. The responding officer found the truck had left the scene prior to his 
arrival. 

 

01/13/2024 6:26pm An anonymous caller reported a suspicious vehicle in the area of 
Irvington Street. The caller stated the vehicle was occupied by several males who were playing 
loud music and possibly consuming alcohol.  The responding officers located the vehicle and 
spoke to the occupants, who were getting off work from a nearby business. No loud music or 
alcohol observed was observed.   

 

01/14/2024 1:34am While on routine patrol, one of our officers noticed a man 
sleeping inside a laundromat on Wheeler Avenue. Upon being interviewed, the man stated he 
had fallen asleep while waiting for a train. He complied with requests to leave.  

 

01/14/2024 3:13am The central monitoring station for an alarm company reported an 
activated burglar alarm at a business on Bedford Road. Officers were cancelled in route to the 
scene, as the alarm company determined the alarm was set off due to a malfunction with the 
system. 

 

01/14/2024 1:07pm A Bronx resident reported a family member, whose last known 
location was Pleasantville, was missing. Officers located the missing man’s vehicle in a 
municipal lot, and notified his family. A short time later, the family called back to report that he 
had been located. They will respond to retrieve their vehicle at a later time.   

 

01/14/2024 4:38pm  A village resident requested medical assistance for their mother, 
who was not able to walk and was having trouble breathing. The ambulance and the paramedic 
were dispatched, and the responding officers provided oxygen until they arrived. The patient 
was transported to the hospital by Pleasantville VAC. 

 

 


